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The only
way is up.
2

The way ahead is clear when Jimny’s around. Just like
you, Jimny can’t get enough of the great outdoors –
and the tougher the going the better. To make sure
it’s got what it takes, the robust off-roader comes
with a solid line-up of equipment as standard. Highcalibre original Suzuki accessories add the finishing
touch to your perfect partner for any excursion.

www.suzuki.eu

Some illustrations in this brochure may feature special equipment or accessories.
For precise information about the equipment provided on the vehicle, please contact your Suzuki dealer.
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Exterior

Out in the big wide open.

1 |	Running board
primed, set for left and right
side, can be painted in body
colour
Part No. 99000-990YB-776
2 |	Running board
aluminium, set for left and
right side
Part No. 99000-990YB-784

4

1

When you’re off on adventures, it’s good to be well kitted out if you want to cut a
sprightly figure – whether you’re out hunting or just taking in the great outdoors. The
same goes for your Jimny – and the added cool from these stylish and functional
extras is sure to rub of on you too. Like after a good day of training – you don’t just feel
better, you look better too. What more could you wish for from a day out in the open air?

3 |	Rear protective bar
chromed stainless steel
tubes, cannot be combined
with tow bar

3

Part No. 99000-990YB-713
4 |	Side sport bar
chromed stainless steel
tubes, set for left and
right side
Part No. 99000-990YB-778
5 |	Side sport bar
matt black stainless steel
tubes, set for left and right
side (no ill.)
Part No. 99000-990YB-779
2
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Exterior
6

6 |	Roof edge spoiler
primed; can be painted
in body colour
Part No. 99000-990YC-582

6

7 |	Headlamp trim
chrome finish,
two-piece set

8 |	Fog lamp set
complete set incl. fog lamps,
bezel and harness kit

Part No. 99000-99064-487

9 |	Chrome taillamp trim
chrome finish
Part No. 99000-990YB-710

Part No. 990E0-57M51-000
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10 |	Chrome front grille
chrome finish
10

Part No. 99000-990C5-006

11 |	Door handle trim
chrome finish,
two-piece set
Part No. 99000-99064-485
12 |	Door handle
chrome finish,
two-piece set
11 +12

Part No. 99000-99064-488

13 | M
 uffler extension
round, stainless steel
13

Part No. 00800-60912-K00
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Exterior

Man’s Free Wheel.

14 |	Alloy rim 5,5 J x 15" 1
Silver 7-double spoke “cross”

14

Part No. 99000-990YS-029
15 |	Alloy rim 5,5 J x 15" 1
Silver 5-spoke “star”
Part No. 990E0-76J01-000
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 Suitable for standard tyre, to be fitted with factory supplied nuts.

1

15

16 |	Wheel locks “Sicustar”
with Thatcham approval,
four-piece set

16

Part No. 990E0-59J47-000
17 |	Wheel locks “Sicurit”
four-piece set (no ill.)
Part No. 990E0-59J49-000

18 |	Alloy rim 5,5 J x 15" 1
Silver 10-spoke “KALAHARI”

18

20

19

21

Part No. 990E0-57M70-000
19 |	Alloy rim 5,5 J x 15" 1
Black 10-spoke “GOBI”
Part No. 990E0-57M71-000
20 | Alloy rim 5,5 J x 15" 1
	Titan 10-spoke “ATACAMA”
Part No. 990E0-57M72-000
21 |	Alloy rim 5,5 J x 15" 1
Titan polished 10-spoke
“MOHAB”
Part No. 990E0-57M73-000
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22 |	Rigid spare wheel cover
cover can be painted in body
colour, only in combination
with Bridgestone Dueler
H/T 684II 205/70R15 96S.
Part No. 990E0-57M13-000
23 |	Soft spare wheel cover
with white Suzuki logo,
suitable for standard tyre
Part No. 99000-990YB-699
24 |	Soft spare wheel cover
with blue Suzuki logo,
suitable for standard tyre
Part No. 99000-990YB-700

24
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Exterior
How wheel you decide?

Are you one of life’s undecided? Then prepare for some tough choices: take your pick
from six different aluminium wheels and three different spare wheel covers. Then
again, if that got you stumped you probably wouldn’t drive a Jimny in the first place.
So let your taste decide or just toss a coin. Whatever you go for, you can be assured of
powerful looks and a rock-solid grip in every situation.
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Interior

Feel-good extras.

While plenty of accessible stowage space and robust protection may be the top
priorities for an outdoor adventure off-roader, plenty of details are available for
added comfort and safety on board. This is true not only for the leader of the pack,
but for the junior members of the expedition too. The right accessories keep the
luggage in its place and a smile on every face, even on longer trips.

12

1

1 | Air conditioning
only for vehicles with power
steering
Part No. 95000-81AF0-000

2 |	Door lock knob
chrome, two-piece set

2

Part No. 99000-99079-200

3 |	Armrest
with storage compartment

3

Part No. 99000-990YC-583
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Interior

The soft-centred all-action hero.

4

5

4 |	Lighter kit
Part No. 39400-59J00-000
5 |	Coat hanger
for attaching to the front
head rest
Part No. 990E0-79J89-000

6
6 |	Sun shade set
black, four-piece set
Part No. 990E0-81A00-000

7
7 |	Cooling box
capacity 15 litres
Part No. 990E0-64J30-000
8 |	Cooling box
capacity 21 litres,
with ISOFIX fastening
Part No. 990E0-64J23-000
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9
9 |	Child seat “Baby Safe Plus”
Child seat of group 0+ for babies with
up to 13 kg of weight or 12–15
months of age. This seat is tested and
approved to the current Child Seat
Safety Standard ECE R 44/04!
Installation with 5 point seat belt,
height adjustable headrest and belts,
deep softly padded side wings provide
optimum side impact protection,
compatible with Baby SAFE ISOFIX
Base and Baby Safe Belted Base and
for travelling compatible with BRITAX
pushchairs, 3-position carry handle
with single handed adjustment, quick
remove cover for washing, chest
pads for childs comfort. This baby
seat must not be used on the front
passenger seat if the seat is fitted
with a front airbag or the passenger
front airbag needs to be deactivated
according to the user manual.

11
10 | C
 hild seat “Kidfix”
Keeps your little one safe: the Kidfix
for groups 2 and 3 seats kids weighing
from approximately 15 to 36 kg. It
meets the current Child Seat Safety
Standard ECE R44/04 regulations and
offers optimal side impact protection.
Its perfectly routed 3-point seat belt
installation plus additional fastening to
the ISOFIX anchorage fastening points
ensure maximum stability and safety.
The headrest height can be adjusted
to 11 different positions and the backrest to the angle of the vehicle seat.
The reclined position can be set using
the lever in the access slot of the
detachable and washable booster
cushion cover.
Part No. 990E0-59J25-001

11 |	Child seat “Isofix Duo Plus”
Child seat of group 1 for kids of
9 to 18 kg of weight or approx.
8 months to 4 years of age. This
seat is tested and approved to the
current Child Seat Safety Standard
ECE R 44/04!
Installation in the car by the ISOFIX
brackets, the seat features optimum
side impact protection, unique
Forward Tilt Control, singlehanded
adjustment to change from the
upright position to the reclined and
sleeping positions. 5 point harness
system with one-pull adjustment,
shoulder pads reduce the load in
the neck/head area. The comfortable
fabric cover is removable for washing.
The seat can also be fitted in cars
without the ISOFIX system by using
the vehicle’s 3-point seat belt.
Part No. 99000-990YA-020

Part No. 990E0-59J37-000
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12 |	Floor mat set “ECO”
anthracite needle felt carpets,
four-piece set, for left-hand drive
for manual and automatic transmission
Part No. 99000-990YR-181
13 |	Floor mat set “DLX”
anthracite velour carpets,
four-piece set, for left-hand drive
for manual and automatic transmission
Part No. 99000-990YR-178
14 |	Rubber floor mats
rubber mats with Suzuki design
on the surface, four-piece set,
for left-hand drive for manual
and automatic transmission

14

Part No. 99000-990AG-014
15 |	Floor mat set
four-piece set, for right-hand drive
for manual transmission only (no ill.)
		
Part No. 99000-99032-E03
16 |	Floor mat set
four-piece set, for right-hand drive
for automatic transmission only (no ill.)
Part No. 99000-99032-E02
17 |	Rubber floor mats
four-piece set, for right-hand drive
for manual transmission only (no ill.)
Part No. 99000-99004-Z57
18 |	Rubber floor mats
four-piece set, for right-hand drive
for automatic transmission only (no ill.)
Part No. 99000-99004-Z58
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Interior

Everything in its place.

19 |	Flexible trunk liner

19

Part No. 990E0-84A14-000

20 |	Cargo tray
splinter-proof and acidresistant plastic (RAL-G3)
Part No. 990E0-81A01-000
20

22

21
21 |	Cargo tray set
combination of cargo tray
small (PN 990E0-84A30-000)
and cargo tray large
(PN 990E0-84A31-000)
to offer a plane cargo level

23

Part No. 990E0-84A30-SET
22 |	Cargo tray small
tray-shaped, waterproof
Part No. 990E0-84A30-000
23 |	Cargo tray large
tray-shaped, waterproof,
only in combination with
Pos. 22 (PN 990E0-84A30-000)
Part No. 990E0-84A31-000
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Protection

Even action heroes need protecting from the knocks.
Your Jimny looks after you – pay it back in kind! With its comprehensive safety
package ranging from ABS to full-size airbag, it is always there to protect you. Show
your appreciation by treating your Jimny to a few accessories to protect the paintwork,
bodywork, underbody or interior from the knocks it faces out in the wild. And spare
yourself the trials of exposure to the elements as well as the pain that every scratch
would cause you as a proud owner. Here’s to a lasting friendship!
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1
1 |	Skid plate
front, silver
Part No. 990E0-57M02-000
2 |	Side body moulding
black, with Jimny logo,
set for left and right side
Part No. 990E0-57M07-000
3 |	Side body moulding
black, without Jimny logo,
set for left and right side
2

Part No. 990E0-84A06-000

3

4
4 |	Bumper corner protection
for front and rear, four-piece set,
not in combination with parking
sensor rear (Part No. 990E0-68L53-015)
Part No. 990E0-57M06-000

19

5

5 |	Rain and wind deflector set
for front windows,
two-piece set
Part No. 00800-87530-000

6
6 |	Bumper protection sheet
black
Part No. 99000-990AB-043

7
8

7 |	Protective seat cover
for one front seat,
two-piece set
Part No. 990E0-84A22-000
8 |	Protective seat cover
for rear seat
Part No. 990E0-79J44-000
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Protection
Drive a clean machine!
9 |	Mud flap set front
rigid, can be painted
in body colour
		 Part No. 99000-99004-X01

9 + 10

10 | M
 ud flap set rear
rigid, can be painted
in body colour
Part No. 99000-99056-JBS

11 |	Mud flap set front
flexible

11 + 12

Part No. 990E0-76J20-000
12 |	Mud flap set rear
flexible
Part No. 990E0-76J30-000
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Protection
13

13 |	G3-Paint protection
ideal paint protection for your
vehicle, from roof to wheels.
Ask your Suzuki dealer about
this service.
Part No. 990E0-GLASC-OAT

14 |	Rain sensor
controls the windscreen wipers
automatically from ideal interval
to first continuous wiping speed
Part No. 990E0-65J81-000

22

14

15

18
15 |	Parking sensor
set of four paintable
sensors and piezo buzzer,
not in combination with
bumper corner protection
(990E0-57M06-000)

18 |	Touch-Up paint set
 uperior White
S
Part No. 99000-10315-26U
	
Pearl White
Part No. 99000-10415-Z7T

Part No. 990E0-68L53-015

Bluish Black Pearl 3
Part No. 99000-10415-ZJ3
	
Phoenix Red Pearl
Part No. 99000-10415-ZLB

16 |	First aid kit
complies with DIN 13164,
incl. first aid kit, safety vest
and warning triangle
Part No. 990E0-65J79-000

 ilky Silver Metallic 2
S
Part No. 99000-10415-Z2S
16

	
Ever Green Pearl Metallic
Part No. 99000-10415-ZLC
	
Breeze Blue Metallic
Part No. 99000-10415-ZLU
	
Quasar Gray Metallic
Part No. 99000-10415-ZMA

17 |	Battery charger
maintainer and tester for
12V batteries, optimises
battery power and life
Part No. 990E0-OPTIM-CAR

17
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Transport

Take it with you when
you go.

Don’t waste time pondering over what to leave at home! In, on and behind the Jimny you’ll
find the wherewithall to take along everything you need on a hunt, an excursion, or a holiday.
Modular systems enable you to add transport capabilities just the way you need them. Your
Jimny will take you and yours and all your paraphernalia wherever you are headed – off into
the country, to a training session, to a world championship event, up your local hills or into
the Alps. And you can hook up a trailer without problem, too.

1

1 |	Partition grid
steel, easy to remove
Part No. 00800-41268-GIT

2

2 |	Multi roof rack 1
aluminium tube with
T-slot, lockable, only for
vehicles with roof rails
Part No. 990E0-79J14-000

Max. roof load: 30 kg
 Only in combination with the multi roof rack. Please observe the max. roof load of 30 kg.

1
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2

3

3 |	Roof box “CERTO 460” 2
silver metallic roof box
with “Master-fit” system
for quick and convenient
mounting to the multi roof
rack. The dynamic opening
can be handled from
both sides. Volume 440 l,
dimensions 192 x 82 x 42 cm.
Part No. 990E0-59J43-000

4

5

4 |	Ski carrier “McKinley” 2
for four pairs of skis or
two snowboards
Part No. 9000-990YT-106
5 |	Ski carrier “Everest” 2
for six pairs of skis or
four snowboards
Part No. 99000-990YT-107

4

6

7

6 |	Bike carrier “Giro AF” 2
for transporting complete
bikes, one set for one bike
Part No. 990E0-59J20-000
7 |	Bike carrier “Giro Speed” 2
for transporting bikes
with front wheel removed,
one set for one bike
Part No. 990E0-59J21-000
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Transport

A heart for bikes

8

8 | Rear bike carrier “Strada” 1
for two bikes, aluminium rails,
only in combination with tow
bar.
Part No. 990E0-59J22-000

9 |	Adapter
to connect 7-pin plug
to 13-pin socket
Part No. 990E0-62J41-000
10 |	Adapter
to connect 13-pin plug
to 7-pin socket
Part No. 990E0-79J67-000

 Please observe the max. vertical load of 75kg.
Consult your owners manual for further information.

1

 Please observe the max. towing capacity.
Consult your owners manual for further details.

2
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10

11 | T
 ow bar 2
detachable, please order
electric harness separately
(Pos. 12 – 14)
Part No. 99000-990YV-012
11–14

12 |	E-Kit
for tow bar, 7-pin with turning
signal monitor, for left-hand drive
Part No. 99000-990YV-065
13 |	E-Kit
for tow bar, 13-pin with turning
signal monitor, for left-hand drive
		
Part No. 990E0-84A65-000
14 |	E-Kit
for tow bar, 13-pin with turning
signal monitor, for right-hand drive
Part No. 990E0-84A21-000
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Audio and

Navigation
The soundtrack to
your destination.

Let your Jimny know where you’re headed and it will guide you along the way. What’s on the agenda?
Shopping, a trip to the end of the world or beyond? Whatever the destination, your Jimny will get
you there. En route you have a full range of facilities on board to while away the time, from a radio
to a complete navigation, entertainment and communications system.

28
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1 |	Pioneer AVIC-F40BT
Managing your car’s navigation and entertainment system
has never been easier.
	The 7-inch (17,8 cm) WVGA touch screen can be customised
to your personal menus whilst Advanced App Mode allows
you to access an ever-growing number of iPod touch®1/
iPhone®1 4/4S compatible apps directly from your car
dashboard. If you prefer to keep your hands on the wheel,
the voice-activated speech commands let you control your
phone calls and your multimedia without lifting a finger.
	
Key features include:
Navigation
Latest maps of 44 European countries, including 154
detailed city maps and 3D visualisation of major landmarks.


n
n

n

n

n

 avGate Feeds PC application allows you to add POIs
N
with Google Maps and ViaMichelin (6.9 million preinstalled POIs).

Text-to-Speech
(TTS) provides voice guidance and
relays traffic information from the Traffic Message
Channel (TMC) in 18 languages.

Voice-activated
Speech Commands control a number
of Bluetooth®2 and audio functions.
 rive Report tracks journeys and Eco Drive analyses 
D
driving performance (e. g. acceleration, braking and CO2
emissions).

Multimedia
n AM/FM radio, standard audio/video formats (CD, DVD, USB,
SD card) and direct iPod®1/iPhone®1 control (with optional cable).
n


Advanced
App mode enables music and video from your
iPhone®1/iPod Touch®1 Apps and functions with other useful
and compatible Apps.

Telephony
2
n A Parrot Bluetooth® module seamlessly pairs with your phone
from anywhere within the car and it stores information from
up to 5 different phones and up to 1000 contacts per phone.
Check Bluetooth®2 Compatibility.
Part No. 990E0-59J40-F40

Basic mounting kit
Necessary for cars with and without serial radio.
Part No. 990E0-59J18-KT7
Please order following parts additionally:
For cars with serial radio:
Mounting frame: Part No. 73821-76J10-5PK (1x)
For cars without serial radio:
Brackets: Part No. 39321-76J00-000 (1x)
Bushes: Part No. 34955-54G10-000 (2x)

SM

1
2

iPod®, iPod Touch®, iPhone®, iTunes® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc.
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2 |	Pioneer AVIC-F940BT
The 6.1-inch (15,5 cm) WVGA touch screen can be customised to
your personal menus whilst Advanced App Mode allows you to
access an ever-growing number of iPod touch®1/iPhone®1 4/4S
compatible apps directly from your car dashboard.
Key features include:
Navigation
Latest maps of 44 European countries

n
n

n

n

NavGate Feeds PC application allows you to add POIs with
Google Maps and ViaMichelin (6.9 million pre-installed POIs).
T ext-to-Speech (TTS) provides voice guidance and relays
traffic information from the Traffic Message Channel (TMC)
in 18 languages.

Multimedia
n AM/FM radio, standard audio/video formats (CD, DVD, USB,
Micro-SD card) and direct iPod®1/iPhone®1 control (with
optional cable).
n

 dvanced App Mode enables music and video from your
A
iPhone®1/iPod touch®1 Apps and functions with other useful
and compatible Apps.

Telephony
2
n A Parrot Bluetooth® module seamlessly pairs with your phone
from anywhere within the car and it stores information from
up to 5 different phones and up to 1000 contacts per phone.
Check Bluetooth®2 Compatibility.
Part No. 990E0-59J40-940

 rive Report tracks journeys and Eco Drive analyses driving
D
performance (e. g. acceleration, braking and CO2 emissions).
Basic mounting kit
Necessary for cars with and without serial radio.
Part No. 990E0-59J18-KT7
Please order following parts additionally:
For cars with serial radio:
Mounting frame: Part No. 73821-76J10-5PK (1x)
For cars without serial radio:
Brackets: Part No. 39321-76J00-000 (1x)
Bushes: Part No. 34955-54G10-000 (2x)

SM
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3 |	Pioneer AVIC-F320BT
n Fully integrated in your car, the AVIC-F320BT offers a
convenient and reliable solution for all your navigation
and audio needs on the road.
	
n You can easily access any function using the detachable
4,3 inch (10,9 cm) touch screen with customisable shortcut
menu. The screen is detachable for your peace of mind.
	
n Benefit from improved map data covering 44 countries and
more than 2.3 million points of interest. Using NavGate
Feeds, you can also add you own POIs.
n

n
n

Avoid traffic jams via the Traffic Message Channel (TMC),
advising you of hot spots in real time, and suggesting
alter-native routes.

	Basic mounting kit
Necessary for cars with and without serial radio.
Part No. 990E0-59J18-KT7
Please order following parts additionally:
For cars with serial radio:
Mounting frame: Part No. 73821-76J10-5PK (1x)
For cars without serial radio:
Brackets: Part No. 39321-76J00-000 (1x)
Bushes: Part No. 34955-54G10-000 (2x)

Audio/video playback and calling via Bluetooth®2
Play music from your preferred source: CD, USB memory
device or iPod®1/iPhone®1 (Direct Control via optional
cable). You can also play compressed videos from SD card
using the NavGate Feeds App.

2
	
n Calling via Bluetooth® is supported, and what‘s more:
2
the Parrot Bluetooth® module can store, manage and call
up to 400 contacts from 3 different phones. A microphone
is included.



Part No. 990E0-59J40-320

1
2

iPod®, iPod Touch®, iPhone®, iTunes® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc.
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4 |	Pioneer AVH-2400BT
Make wireless calls and watch video on a 5.8" (14,7 cm) touch
screen in your dashboard with this Car AV tuner, or enjoy your
music collection from different sources – all with quality and
ease of use.
n

n

n

n

n

n

 arrot Bluetooth®2 module for hassle-free wireless calling: 
P
it saves up to 1000 contacts. Plus audio streaming
 our music and film collection in almost every popular
Y
format, including CD-A, DVD, MP3, WMA, AAC, JPEG, MP4
and DivX
Aux In and USB input so you can easily connect your iPod®1,
iPhone®1 (requires optional cable) or other device
 -band graphic equaliser and crossover function let you
8
match your device to the acoustics of your car
 ersonalise the main menu items, background image and
P
button illumination (from a choice of 113 colours)
 pscale your system with the optional AVIC-F220 hideaway
U
gps unit (Pos. 5) for stress-free route guidance across
Europe.

5 |	AVIC-F220 Navigation upgrade system
If you own the AVH-2400BT (Pos. 4) and you would like to
get a piece of the navigation pie without having to buy a
a whole new system, we have the perfect solution for you.
	The AVIC-F220 is a flexible upgrade system that provides
you with all the benefits of the navigation technology in a
compact size.
	For your peace of mind, the device is detachable and
easy to take along.
	With the SD slot, you can install updates and data from
the NavGate Feeds PC application to find custom points
of interests on the internet, and add them to your map.
2,3 million POIs have already been installed for you.
	With the AVIC-F220 you can travel with confidence.
It’s a reliable, accurate and flexible upgrade to your
existing AVH headunit.
Part No. 990E0-59J40-220

Part No. 990E0-59J40-240

Basic mounting kit
Necessary for cars with and without serial radio.
Part No. 990E0-59J18-KT7
Please order following parts additionally:
For cars with serial radio:
Mounting frame: Part No. 73821-76J10-5PK (1x)
For cars without serial radio:
Brackets: Part No. 39321-76J00-000 (1x)
Bushes: Part No. 34955-54G10-000 (2x)

1
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iPod®, iPod Touch®, iPhone®, iTunes® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc.

5

6 |	Pioneer rear view camera
allows you to see behind the car when
driving backwards. Only in combination
with the Pioneer AVIC navigation systems.

6

Part No. 990E0-59J11-KAM
7 |	iPod®1 adapter cable
fits for all AVIC navigation systems
and AVH moniceiver (no ill.)
Part No. 990E0-59J41-POD

8

10
8 |	Pioneer CD tuner DEH-1300MP
MP3 compatible CD tuner. 4 x 50 Watt output,
soft-key operation, red button and white
display illumination, removable front panel,
front AUX-in, RCA pre-out.

10 |	Pioneer CD tuner DEH-3400UB
iPod®1, MP3, CD, USB RDS tuner. 4 x 50 Watt
output, soft-key operation, red button and
white display illumination, removable front
panel, USB and front AUX-in, RCA pre-out.

Part No. 990E0-59J54-130

9

Part No. 990E0-59J54-340

11
9 |	Pioneer CD tuner DEH-1400UB
with a MOSFET 50W x 4 Amplifier inside,
which offers optimal levels of performance
with minimal distortion and features an RECA
Pre-out, which adds flexibility to your in-car
audio setup. It is designed to play music from
portable devices like your iPod®1/iPhone®1,
USB device (including MP3/WAV/WMA files)
or on a phone or music player which you
can connect directly via the front auxiliary
connection.
Part No. 990E0-59J54-240

11 |	Pioneer tuner MVH-1400UB
with a MOSFET 50W x 4 Amplifier inside,
this tuner brings you raw sonic power and
pristine audio quality with minimal distortion.
It is designed to play music from solely
portable devices like your iPod®1/iPhone®1,
USB device (including MP3/WAV/WMA files)
or on a phone or music player which you
can connect directly via the front auxiliary
connection.
Part No. 990E0-59J54-400

Please order following parts additionally:
For cars with serial radio:
Mounting kit: Part No. 990E0-59J55-000 (1x)
For cars without serial radio:
Screws: Part No. 990E0-99J55-SCR (4x)
1

iPod®, iPod Touch®, iPhone®, iTunes® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
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Audio and

Navigation

12 |	Speaker set
front, dual cone, 35 watts (no ill.)
Part No. 00800-10512-VOR
13 |	Speaker set
rear, dual cone, 35 watts (no ill.)
Part No. 00800-10512-HIN

14 |	Speaker set
front, 2-way, 60 watts (no ill.)
Part No. 00800-10513-VOR
15 |	Speaker set
rear, 2-way, 60 watts (no ill.)
Part No. 00800-10513-HIN

16
16 |	Tweeter set
Part No. 00800-10514-000
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17 |	Bluetooth®2 system, Parrot MKi9200
additional options: Compatible with SD
and SD-HC card. Sound equaliser with
digital class-d 20W amplifier. TFT-Display
(72 x 57 x 12 mm). Displays CD covers or
pictures. Includes Suzuki specific wiring
harness.
Part No. 990E0-59J33-KIT

18

18 |	Bluetooth®2 system, Parrot MKi9100
hands-free system (Bluetooth®2 v2.0 + EDR) kit
not only offering telephony but also compatible
with music sources (iPod®1, USB and Line in).
Plays music from any Bluetooth®2 stereo (A2DP)
compatible devices. Output via car speakers.
OLED-Display (82 x 32 x 14 mm). Includes Suzuki
specific wiring harness.
Part No. 990E0-59J35-KIT

19

19 |	Bluetooth®2 system, Parrot MKi9000
hands-free system kit offering telephony and
is compatible with all music sources. Plays music
from any Bluetooth®2 compatible devices. Output
via car speakers. A wireless remote control can
be positioned on the steering wheel. No need
for a screen – the Parrot MKi9000 offers a voice
menu for accessing its functions. Includes Suzuki
specific wiring harness.
Part No. 990E0-59J34-KIT

1
2

iPod®, iPod Touch®, iPhone®, iTunes® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc.
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